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ALOGIC Matrix Magnetic Wireless Charger with Car Mount

Brand : ALOGIC Product code: MSCCM

Product name : Matrix Magnetic Wireless Charger with
Car Mount

Matrix Magnetic Wireless Charger with Car Mount

ALOGIC Matrix Magnetic Wireless Charger with Car Mount:

CONNECT TO POWER ON THE ROAD

With Fast convenient wireless charging just a touch away, you'll never need to worry abount running
empty on the road again.

POWER YOU CAN RELY ON

Whether you’re out of town and relying on Google Maps to make it to tonight’s accommodation,
delivering packages all day or on an important call with a prospective client, Matrix gets you where
you’re going.

Portrait or Landscape

Effortlessly switch between portrait and landscape to watch videos, scroll the news or just flick through
TikTok.

Secure Magnetic Mount

Our proprietary MagSafe-Compatible technology is twice as strong as standard MagSafe magnets,
ensuring your phone is held safe and secure during even the bumpiedt ride.

Detachable Charger

If you need to make a pit stop.You can slide the Car Charger out and take it with you.

Performance

Charger compatibility * Smartphone
Power source type * USB
Wireless charging
Fast charging
Charger type * Auto

Design

Product colour * Black
Plug and Play

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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